Toll Road Wrinkle Smoothed

City May 'Forget Revenue Problem'

BY PHILIP WADSWORTH

Chred sildenafil Thuus Juho

The toll road system of this city is being studied to 'Forget about the

kind of toll road problem that has plagued other cities in recent

years. The city council is considering a plan to replace the present

system with a new one that would be more efficient and would not

cause congestion.

The move is part of a larger overall plan to improve the city's

transportation network and to reduce its dependence on toll roads.

The new system would be based on a combination of tolls and

private funding, with the city providing some level of financial

support.

The city council is expected to vote on the plan in the coming

months, and construction is expected to begin shortly after that.

The project is estimated to cost $2 billion, and it is hoped that

the new system will be in place by 2024.

In the meantime, the city is working to reduce its current

toll road debt, which is currently estimated to be around $1.5

billion. The city is exploring various options, including

privatizing some of its toll roads, to reduce its debt.

The city is also working to improve its public transportation

network, with plans to add new bus routes and to expand the

metrorail system.

The city council has been working on the project for several

years, and it is hoped that the new system will provide a

significant improvement in the city's transportation network.

The city is also exploring the possibility of using

electric vehicles as part of its transportation network.

The city council is expected to vote on a

resolution to support the concept of electric vehicles in the

city in the coming months.

The city is also working to reduce its greenhouse gas

emissions, with plans to reduce its emissions by 50% by

2030. The city is exploring various options, including

improving its public transportation network and using

electric vehicles, to reduce its emissions.
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Coupled Marry in Summer Scenes

Heather and John Smith

U.S. Senator Robert F. Kennedy Visits

Midwest City Man Chosen For Award

Mrs. Nichols Replaces Lunn In City Schools

2 Sooners Win Votes Of Baptists

New Death Charge Hits Ranch Hand

City Schools Have Shakeup In Principals

Disputes Ruffling Council Session

2 More Sooners Die In Vietnam

NEW Sears

Indoor-Outdoor Vacuum Cleaner

Bakery Treats

FROM HUMPTY'S SUGAR & SPICE BAKERIES

ASSORTED COOKIES

APPLESAUCE

Carrot Cake

Pumpernickel

2488

While They Last!

16 oz.

3 oz.

7 oz.

6 oz.

23 oz.

23 oz.

While They Last!

In Our Vacuum Cleaner Dept.

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES

- Powerful suction capacity!
- Flexible 2-layer cleaning head!
- High impact "C QUALITY" motor!
- Sturdy, durable "C QUALITY" plastic parts!
- Non-slip rubber suction cups!
- 100% satisfaction guarantee!

Phone for reserve yours now . . . no sales to dealers!
Editorials

SDS Eye On Our City, Tulsa

The emergence of a local chapter of the Student Democratic Society in Tulsa is a welcome development. The SDS is an organization that represents the views of the student body on a national level, and its presence in Tulsa is a testament to the city's commitment to democratic principles.

Man-Bites-Dog News Items

Blacks insulated to ensure fair A.I. handling of the Wall Street Journal. The newspaper has made efforts to prevent discrimination, but these efforts seem to be falling short. A group of black journalists has filed a complaint alleging that the newspaper has failed to provide adequate training to its staff.

State Editors Say

A Tiger On The Roof

Robert G. Spivack

Jackie Tells It Straight

Senator Sniper

Taxmen Shun Snooping Act

Hazel Younge Services Set

Rites Wednesday For Sarah Bloom

W. E. Waller Dies At SS In Edmond

Creek Tribe Fights Indian Housing Woe

Nixon Claims Door Is Open

Weather Word

Del City Youths Frolic At Center

Palm Beach, Fla., is the designated location for a summit meeting between the United States and the Soviet Union. The meeting is expected to focus on arms control and other international issues. 
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Play's Theme ‘Timeless’

Vital Statistics

Tulsa Disbarrred
After Futile Plea

Area Homebuilders
Bemoan Rate Jump

Humpty Dumpty
SUPER MARKETG

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

Colby Longhorn 89
Cottage Mozzarella 95
Midget Longhorn 99
Cheddar Cheese 85
Sharp Cheddar 99
Mozzarella Cheese 89
Longhorn Cheese 85

Cream Cheese 2.50
Kraft Cheese 2.50
Kraft Dips 2.99
Kraft Cheese 2.99
Sliced Cheese 5.00
Swiss Cheese 4.99

Borden Yogurt 3.79
Cottage Cheese 49
Cream Cheese 33
Longhorn Cheese 59
Collision Mars
Astro Victory

Kaat Triggers Twin Triumph

Boog Hits Homer As Birds Win

Giants, Bucs Swap Hurlers

Player Periscope

Gary Player's Golf Class

Stillwater Nips MWC
In 8th, 1-0

OSU Golfers Staying Sharp

Ellard Hurls No-Hit Gem In Softball

U.S. Vets Win British Links Tests

BASEBALL STANDINGS

American Association

National League

American League

National League

Indians Take Title

Tigers Fall Short to Budge

Sports Briefs

Lake Reports

La Mesa Park Entries

Firearms Class Offered Women

Knight Six Rock

6th-Grader Cards 67 Tax Fellow Plaques

Dow Jones Closing Averages

Standard & Poor's Index

NYSE Indexes

10 Most Active Stock Sales

American Stock

What The Market Did

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Insurance, Bank And Trust
CARPET CLEARANCE

KÖDEL SHAG PLUSH

ACRYLIC CARVED PLUSH
A cut and looped surface that is easy to maintain. Beautiful colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

HERCULON LEVEL LOOP
Heavy wool yarn, high quality. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

HEAVY ACRYLIC PLUSH
Heavy wool yarn, high quality. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

100% NYLON LEVEL LOOP
Continuous looped pile. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

NYLON SHAG PILE
This is one of the most durable nylon pile. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

NYLON TWEEDS
Shag pile and looped. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

CONTINUOUS FILAMENT NYLON
Continuous filaments. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

TIP-SHEARED POLYESTER
Fine quality polyester. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors.

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS
606 SOUTHERN WESTERN • CE 2-3446 • OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS. FREE PARKING

ACRYLIC PILE AREA RUGS
High quality shag. Colors: Ivory, silver, and multi colors. Sizes: 9x13, 8x10, 5x8, 4x6, 3x5, 2x3.